
Text 1 

Read Text 1 and answer questions 1-5 

(Not) Out of this world 

[1] It’s an exciting image. Spaceships from another galaxy land among the ignorant humans of early civilization. The humans

can grow crops and sail boats, but they know nothing about flight, electricity, physics or distant planets. To them, the aliens 

are like gods. To help this young species develop, the aliens show them how to construct great monuments that they could 

never have built on their own. 

[2] Of course, that didn’t happen. Yet some people believe that the wonders described below could not have been built

without alien help. This shows how silly some people are, but it is also testament to the amazing achievements of earlier 

cultures that lacked our modern technology. Read on and learn more about the almost extraterrestrial powers of ancient 

civilizations. 

[3] The Egyptian Pyramids are one of the most famous historical sites in the world. They’ve received a lot of attention over

the years – including from believers in aliens. At about 140 metres high, the Great Pyramid (a king’s burial place) was the 

tallest structure in the world for almost 4 000 years. It was built using literally millions of enormous stone blocks, each 

weighing 4 000 kilograms or more. Even modern historians are not certain how the Egyptians moved them, so it is no 

wonder some people think they must have had some superhuman help. In fact, they probably had a system that involved 

rolling the stones up long dirt ramps. 

[4] Another pyramid site that attracts unusual theories is Teotihuacán, an ancient city located in modern-day Mexico,

crowded with apartment complexes but holding at its centre the massive Pyramid of the Sun. Though the old city was large 

and powerful, with well over 100 000 residents, we know little about the civilization that built it, making it seem as though it 

appeared by magic – or by alien intervention. 

[5] Fly south to Peru and you will find another, much stranger set of monuments that were perhaps less laborious to build, but

more challenging to plan. They are the Nazca drawings – gigantic pictures cut into the desert. These drawings are up to 370 

metres across. On the ground, they are too large to be seen, but from high overhead, images appear that resemble a monkey, a 

spider and a bird – in total there are 70 animals and many other shapes and lines in evidence. Some people think the Nazca 

must have been able to fly in order to look down on their artworks – perhaps in alien spacecraft. In fact, the drawings can be 

seen from above by standing on nearby hills. 

[6] A final mystery explained away as the work of aliens can be found on Easter Island. There, huge sculptures, four metres

tall and carved out of solid stone, are set up all around the island – 900 of them in total. The monuments, called moai, depict 

human figures with enormous heads. Forget how they were made, moved and raised upright – we aren’t even sure why. 

(Many researchers think they represent past islanders’ ancestors.) The work of aliens, surely? Then again, wouldn’t it have 

been more helpful for the aliens to protect the civilization that made them, which later declined due to environmental 

collapse? 

[7] Unfortunately, no aliens will come to save modern humans from our ongoing environmental problems. But the past can

give us hope, by reminding us that humans can do amazing things and solve difficult problems – all on their own. 
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Text 2 

Read Text 2 and answer questions 6-10. 

How the idea of a flat Earth persists in the scientific age 

[8] Harry Choi is 16. He has attended school for most of his life, and he has taken classes that have taught him the latest 

science. Yet he informs me with the greatest confidence, ‘The Earth is flat.’ 

 

[9] Have we gone back in time a thousand years? No: a thousand years ago, many people already knew the world was round. 

Meanwhile, Harry’s beliefs are a thoroughly modern phenomenon. 

 

[10] Since the world was first declared a sphere, sceptics have pointed to the horizon and said, ‘Looks flat to me.’ In a way, 

believing that the world is flat comes naturally. After all, it just seems that way. But the modern evidence for a round world is 

overwhelming. To explain changing seasons, lunar eclipses, time zones, international air travel, and photos from outer space, 

a modern flat-Earther needs a whole theoretical system. That flat Earth system of thought is spread in an entirely modern 

way – over the Internet. 

 

[11] That’s where Harry found it. ‘A friend shared a link to a flat Earth video on his social media account. It was like waking 

up. I realized I had never questioned what I had been told.’ 

 

[12] The way Harry tells it, a flat Earth now seems like the obvious thing to believe. It answers questions like, ‘Why does the 

horizon look flat?’ But it raises others like, ‘Why does the horizon look curved in high-altitude photos?’ 

 

[13] That’s the sort of question Harry discusses in his flat Earth social media group. Some say the photos are fake; others say 

they use a wide-angle lens that distorts the images. Harry started the group as a way to spread the word, but also to create a 

safe haven for believers. ‘People are very critical of our beliefs,’ he explains. ‘They get upset. It can be awkward to say what 

we really think in public.’ 

 

[14] Among the exasperated are Mr and Ms Fong, the science teachers at St Isabel’s College in Kwun Tong. ‘We’ve 

definitely noticed a growing number of students coming to us with questions,’ says Ms Fong. ‘“If the Earth is spinning, why 

do I land in the same place when I jump?” I say, “It’s just like being on a train. You’re moving with the train, so if you jump, 

you land in the same place.”’ 

 

[15] Most kids understand once they’ve had their questions answered, but ‘some of these scientific concepts are hard to get 

your head around, even for adults,’ says Mr Fong. ‘They get confused, they’re not sure they can trust their teacher anymore. 

So then who are they going to listen to? Us, or their friends online?’ 

 

[16] The Fongs used to fear their students would listen more to their friends online. Now they hope they will. They’ve started 

a student club that combats scientific myths and misconceptions of all stripes. The students ask questions, the Fongs provide 

scientific answers, and the students paste those answers over images they can share online as easy-to-grasp memes. 

 

[17] ‘Memes and social media have helped spread lies about the shape of the Earth,’ says Ms Fong. ‘Now they can help us 
spread the truth.’  
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